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Financial Aid Shuffle
By Va'Shawnda Jenkins

Panther Reporter
No. It's not the "Harlem
Shufile." It is the dance of
Prairie View A&M University.
It 1s the "Financial Aid Shuffle."
For those students who are on
any type of financial aid, the
dance is familiar and they have
the steps down pat. Get two
steps forward and take three
back.
Many
students
attending this institution rely
on assistance to pay for tuition,
room and board, and often
times. books. However, there
are still other needs which must
be attended. Thus, the financial
aid office also offers
employment. But there 1s a
catch.
After speaking with
Frank C. Yepp, Director of
Student Emplayment, I was
informed that for those
students who are on financial
aid there are work study Jobs
availlable. Money earned while
on work study is applied
directly to the students' fees.
Knowing this poses another
question. I asked Mr. Yepp.
"What does a student do when
his financial aid money is used
and the hours for work study
do not co" r au of th ir fees?"
His response, -rhe school is
only obligated for your
schooling; not a student's
personal needs. You see, some
students want Prairie View to
take care of them. Prairie View
can only help you so much. It
is your responsibility to get the

money elsewhere."
"Elsewhere?" O.K. The
student can get another Job on
campus. Right? Not exactly.
Student hourly employment
Uobs where the student 1s paid
by the hour) are not easy to
obtain. "Jobs are suppose to
be posted by each Department.
They are suppose to send us a
list ofJobs available once they
get their budgets." said Mr.
Yepp. However, as many have
discovered this does not always
happen because many times
once a student has obtained a
student hourlyjob they usually
keep that Job for a number of
semesters. In short, you have
to know someone.
One of the other steps
to dance is the pending status.
As an incoming freshman, if
your financial aid is not in the
Office of Financial Aid at the
time of registration then you
are given a pending status and
allowed to register. As a senior,
on the other hand, this privilege
is not granted. "Last year Mr.
James, Director of Student
Financial Aid, decided that
upperclassmen should not be
given
the same treatement
becausetheyshouldkn
·
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battle of the bands with TSU's Ocean of Soul at the Labor Day Classic
at Robertson Stadium
is going on by then and that all m Houston Saturday, Sept. 3.
paperwork for the next year
comes out sometime around
ebruary.
there is no excuse
for them not to have their
financial aid in order."
Basically, to all those By Candice Y. Clay
as 1st Runner up and Tomilson
For students who would like
on financial aid:
"Get Panther Reporter
the opportunity to become
was crowned Miss BlackTexas.
accustomed to it." I guess the
familiar with the magazine
When
Tomilson
whole situation goes back to
business, your chance has
Donna Tomltnson was relinquished her crown she
what our mothers always told crowned Miss Black Texas in also gave up the prize package
arrived! Young Sisters and
Brothers Magazine, is featuring
us. "Beggars can't be choosers!" Houston on July 23, but including cash scholarship,
a one-day campus tour. The
Rezolia Johnson holds the Jewelty, Mary Kay products,
tour will feature informative
title.
dental package. clothes,
seminars. and entertainment
Tomltnson
re- pictures, videos and other
activities for students on the
linquished her crown within prizes estimated at about
campus
of Prairie View A&M
days of receiving it because of $35,000.
Rezolia Johnson
University. The campus tour is
a conflict of interest.
The Miss Black Texas
scheduled for Sept. 17.
Tomlinson said she pageant included an on-stage
The Miss Black Texas
Ajob fair will be held at John
couldnotfulfillherobligations interview, private interview. pageant is part of the U.SA. B. Coleman library. Frank D.
as Miss Prairie View A&M and an evening gown. and Metroplex pageant system and Brown. Editor-In-Chief ofYSB.
In addition to her University and Miss Black swimsuit competition.
Johnson will compete in the will gtve a presentation
appointment of Interim Provost Texas so she chose to give up
Johnson will be making national pageant sometime entitled, 'What Do You Know
and Vice President for Academic her title as Miss Black Texas. several appearances through
About Africa?" The National
next year.
Affairs, Dr. Thomas-Smith ts the "Prairie View and my the summer of 1995. In
Johnson, a 23 year old Security Agency will discuss
Director of the Center for education are dearer to me September alone, she will
career opportunities. Students
Effective Learntng and Teaching thanbeingMissBlackTexas," attend the Mrs. America political science major, are adviced to bring resumes to
suspects to graduate from
in Higher Education in which said Tomlinson.
pageant in Dallas, Men Who Prairie View in December 1995. the Job fair.
she serves as Director of the
A movie screening will also
On the night of July Cook at the Hyatt Regency
Title III HBCU Project. She 23, Tomlinson and Johnson sponsored by the Houston "At the moment," Johnson be held on Sept. 8, at 8 p.m. Toe
said, "I am concentrating on
previously served as head of the
along with three other young Citizen Chamber of Commerce, the obligations I have now and screening will take place at
Department of English and
Meyer ParkTheater in Houston.
Foreign Languages and .Acting ladieswereannouncedasthe the 24th Austin-Boston doing the very b est I can to You can be one of the first to see
five
finalists
out
of
a
field
of
12
Symposium,
and
National
Ms.
fulfill those obligations."
Vice President for Academic
Jason's Lyric, starring Jada
contestants.
Black U.S.A. pageant in San
Affairs for Prairie View.
PinkettandAllenPayne. Seating
Johnson was chosen Antonio.
As Interim Provost and Vice
is limited. Pick up your free
President for Academic Affairs
tickets at the student activities
Dr. Thomas-Smith says. "I plan
office, and present student
to continue to strengthen the
indentlficatlon.
quality of the academic degree Panther Reporter
show on the radio station. The Hempstead, and professional
Last but not least. a party
show will provide weekly reports sports.
program as evidence by our
will be scheduled on Saturday,
pursuing credtdation of
Prairie View A&M of SWAC activities, Panther
Charles Porter III Sept. 17, at the PVAMU baby
programs in Chemistry. Music University is the place to be as 1'racks ( a weekly talk show (alumni and former athlete of dome. BET Rap City, will be on
and Business." She is mainly far as sports is concerned. A With the head coaches of Prairie View A&M University) location filming. All interested
intrested in expanding new beginning 1s developing different sport activities). and will be conducting and students should go to the
opportunities for the students for
the
sports
and liveremotesdurtnggames. Tois instructing this sports studentactMtiesdepartmentfor
and the faculty to participate in communlc ti
d
Will inform Prairie View along extravaganza. NotonlyisPorter more information.
international exchanges. This
~~s w&artment. With surrounding areas of not experienced he is talented as
simply means that she would
th
like to see the students study featuring a whole newsos~:~ only Pan er Sports, but high Continued on page 7
abroad and the faculty teach
abroad.
•My passion is to
improve the services that we Philadelphia, PA- Effecuve Fraternity has rules against ment. Harris revealed the Psi," says Harris.
provide for students in the August 15, 1994,KappaAlpha hazing, which it strictly establishment of a Fraternity
"We are comm itted ."
classroom and outside.", says Psi Fraternity has eliminated enforces, incidents of hazing TaskForcetorevamptheentire continued Harris, "to ensuring
Dr. Thomas-Smith.
all membership intake, continue to be reported, structure of the Fraternity's that our membership intake
Dr. Thomas-Smith has According to Robert L. HarriS, including the death ofa student membership intake process. practices carry out our theme
a high level of integrity and Grand Polemarch (National earlier this year at Southeast · :This Task Force will critically of training young men for
respectability in the relationship President). "We aretakingthts Missouri State University. examine the whole concept of leadership. Kappa Alpha Psi
for the faculty and the staff. She
feels especially proud of the historic and extraordinarY AccordingtoHarris, this action recruiting new members and hasalonghistoryofcommunity
measurevoluntarilytoremove is
necessary
because how we are organized to serve leadership and service, and we
quality ofthe deans, department
e
possibility;
thatanyperson
"renegades
within
the our membership. The Task are taking these drastic steps
th
beads and directors that the
may
get
injured
seeking
Fraternity
have
refused
to
obey
Force will recommend toensurewecontlnuethisrole."
uruverslty has in place and she
membership
in
the
Fraternity-"
the
Fraternity
rules
and
the
procedures. consistent with the The issue offuture membership
feels that a new leadership will
KappaAipha
Psi,
founded
laws
of
the
various
states
of
norms
of today and the 21st intake will be addressed when
be an advantage by continuing
to utilize the professional in 1911 at Indiana University, this nation. Toesecrtm1nalacts century to ensure that no the Fraternity's Grand Chapter
expertise ofmany of these people has more than 100.oo0 leave usnochoicebutto stop studentrunsthertskofinjury meets next Au gu st in
who work so dilfgently to make members throughout the the intake process altogether." or harassment when seeking Philadelphia.
world. In spite of the fact the
In making the announce- membership in Kappa Alpha
Praifie View what it is today.
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Thomas-Smith Plans
To Expand Opportunities
By Stephanie Baoks

Panther Reporter
·Advancing quality in
programs and relationships
throughout the university". 1s
the theme of Prairie View A&M
University's Interim Provost and
Vice President for Academic
Affairs, Dr. Joahanne ThomasSmith.

gyu To Start Sports Show

Dr. Thomas-Smith
Dr. Thomas-Smith was
appointed the position on Sept.
1, 1994 and according to a
memorandum from J>reSident
Julius W. Becton, Jr. " Dr.
Thomas- Smith's Imowledge ,
experience.
demostrated
dedication to Prairie VtewaA&M
University, admlnistrattve
competence, and commJtment
to excellence in htghereducatton
qualify her fully to provide
continuity of leadership at th1S
time in the life of Prairie View
A&M University." Dr. ThomasSmith has earned a reputation
atPratrte View as an outstanding
teacher and contributor to the
Profession.

Kappas ifait'°mMembership Intake
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Olympic Broadcast Program
The Host Broadcast Training Program (HBTP) ls
going to be held at Clark Atlanta University and will give
students the opportunity to participate in the 1996
Olympic Broadcast. This program will train students in
professional jobs requiring foreign language, communications and Technical skills. Eligible participants should
be sophomores, Juniors, or Seniors with a 2.5 G.P.A. or
better. For more information, contact Ms. Carol Means,
in the communications department at 857-2229 or 8574511.
Sherri Crockett

Fellowships in Biological Sciences
Eighty fellowships will be awarded by the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute for full time study toward a
Ph.D. or Sc. D. degree in the area of the biological
sciences. The application deadline is November 4, 1994.
For more information call (202) 334-2872 or write:
Hughes Fellowship Program
The Fellowship Office
National Research Council
2101 Constitution Avenue
Washin~on, D.C. 20418

Science and Engineering Alliance receives
1.08 Million Dollar Grant
The U.S. Department of Energy's Office of Scientific computing has awarded The Science and EngineeringAlliance a 1.08milllondollargrant. TheSEAisanonprofit consortium of four Historically Black Colleges and
Universities which include Prairie View A&M University,
AlabamaA&M University, Jackson State University, and
Southern University. The grant was awarded to conduct
research and training in the areas of high performance,
computing, and communication. The SEA has received
the first $360,000 of the total $108 million to begin work
on the three-year project.

Sherri Crockett, a high school student who
participated in the Y. O. U. program, spent her
summer working at the Panther, when she wasn't
going to classes. Y.O.U is an excellent program for
disadvantaged youth. It gives these students a
chance to experience college life, and tries to show
students that a college education is very important.
Crockett was an outstanding student and received
high praises from Mrs. Joyce Nigh, the Panther
secretary.

Faculty
Dr. Barbara AP. Jones, dean of the college of business at Prairie View
A&M University. was selected to participate in a study tour ofJapan. June
5-16, 1994, in a national competition.
The program was sponsored by the Keizai Koho Center in Tokyo
through the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business. Thirteen U.S. business schools were represented -- American University,
Aurora University, Carnegie Mellon, MiddleTennesseeState, Old Dominion, PVAMU, St. Louis University. San Diego State, Simmons College.
UCLA. University ofPittsburgh, University of Puget Sound, and University
of Texas at Austin.
The group met with business executives, academicians, and government officials from Toshiba; Fugi; Research Association; The Japan
Times, and the Ministries oflnternational Trade and Industry, Finance
and Labor. In addition they toured production sites, Japanese business
Dr. Barbara Jones
schools, retail outlets and other points of interest, including: Toyota and
Omron Corporate headquarters, the Tokyo Stock Exchange, Nomura
Securities. Fijitsu. and Mit~ubishi Electri~ Corporation.
Information gamed on tour will be used to strengthen the international component of the College of
Business curriculum.

Key Dates
Fall Convocation........... Sept. 13
Twelfth Class Day......... Sept. 14
The PV drum majors stand victorious with the check after game.

DEPARTMENT NEWS

Job Fair........................ Sept. 17
Second Installment Due ... Sept. 30

Classic Dance Ensemble Auditions

Cotton Bowl. .................... Oct. 1
The Classic Dance Ensemble is dusting off their
ance shoes and getting ready for a new year. They are
olding auditions on September 21st at 5 o'clock p.m. in
e New Gym, (Dance Studio). Dances range from Tap,
allet Modern Jazz. Modem Dance, and African. A dance
ombination will be taught at the audition, therefore no
revious dance experience is required, but would be very
elpful. Ladies and Gentlemen of all majors are welcome.
e Classic Dance Ensemble has many up and coming
erformances and has previously participated in the Miss
airie View Pageant, Queens Coronation, as well as the
lack College Dance Exchange. They are looking forward
o seeing all the talented students and hope to have a great
ear.
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BEYOND THE HILL
Spread The Word
I am working on a book which is dedicated to: The
Blackwoman. It is a book of prose, highlighting the
Blackwoman in all of her wonder, pain and glory.
I am also a prisoner, incarcerated 11 years for
violating the peace and dignity of a Blackwoman. Upon
reclaiming my humanity, I also reclaimed our heritage.
I live for my People today.
Being imprisoned makes it difficult for me to collect
data by mingling. I would like to make contact with
some Blackwoman who are creative, artistic, cultured
and have a sense of our African and African American
history.
I'd like to contribute something to our struggle
through this book.
Any stamps that anyone could send to make to
possible for me to respond to all replies and mail survey
sheets, would be greatly appreciated. Please state if
stamps are enclosed.
Albert Jackson #30312
Indiana Reformatory
P.O. Box 30

Pendleton, Indiana 46064

Black Women's SAT Scores Improve
For the past eight years Black women have im
proved their scores on the Scholastic Assessment Test
more than any other group. Donald Stewart. Presiden
of the College l;>oard says that better preparation on th
part of Black women is the reason for th i
·
scores.
e ncrease

New Magazine aimed at Black Communit
Health Quest. is a new magazine th t d
the "u niquesocial, economic, politicaland a a dress
of Black America". This magazine claim cu1tural need
black owned nationally distributed mas to be the onl
on issues plaguing the black commun1 gazme focusin
will focus on issues such as poverty tyd Health Quest
as health care issues such as such ~:~1 racism as we
exercise. This magazine is owned b
disease, an
Sara Lomax Reese.
Y
erie Boys an

v=:·

(Last two articles reported in The Final CaU

and Jet Magazine)
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The SGA Presidential Candidate Poor Housing Conditions Persist At
PV, Students, Parents Complain
Chadwick Davis

2 Vie for
Top Spot
Kevin D. Jone■
"I will make everyone

aware that the coexistence of
students and faculty is imperative to our success", says
Student Government Presidential Candidate. Kevin D.
Jones.
Jones is very active on
campus. Forner Senator of
SGA. he has demonstrated his
leadership and time-management skills. AsSenator,Jones
responsibilities included:
managing a $1.4 million budget and asstlng in the delegation of SGA powers.
In addition to SGA, he is
also a United States Army
Seargent, veteran of Operation Desert Shield and member ofAlpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.
In order to enhance his
leadership skills, Jones took
it upon himSelf to attend the
Black Cacus, held in
Cinctnatti, Ohio. He attended
a series of workshops: problem solving techniques, communication skills and media
solutions.

Prairie View A & M
University

Student Govertunenf
.Association

*General Elections Dates..
"Fil.Ing for Candidacy

·> ·•.-· ·

Sept 6, 1994
-·•
•candidateBrieftng(MSC 113)
Sept. 6, 1994
.
•PackagesAva:J1ab1e(MSC 116)
Sept. 6. 1994
•campaigning Begtns
.·
Sept. 6, 1994
•Application Deadline·
(5:00 p.m,) Sept. 12, 1994
•Presidential and ·
Vice ·Pres1dent1af Debate
Sept. 21. 1994
•Election Day•
Sept. 2·7. 1994
•Run-off election•
Oct.4.1994

Gary Floyd
Prairie View Sptrit
Award wtnner, Runner-UP
Ideal Man, Gary Floyd
believes he is also the ideal
Student
Government
President.
Floyd has
participated in several extra·
curricular activities durtt)g
his attendance at PV.
His memberships on
campus are unlimited, they
range from: Assistant to the
Dean (Interim) of All Faiths
Chapel to President of
National Coalition for the
Advancement of Colored
People. Prairie View College
Chapter.
Making a difference
is one of Floyd's priorities.
He says, "It is my belief that
many of our students simply
need to be told and shown
they can succeed against all
obstacles.. "
He concluded," Akey
part of any success of the
SGAPresident must function
as a visible, professional,
competent and accessible
advocate ... "

To the Students of Pnurie View A&M University:
Below are Amendmen.s lo the Constitution of Student Government Association of Prairie View A&M University u ratified November

30, l 992. You are ASked to cast your vote to ratify tliese ameodmenta to be included in the Constitution in the General EJectioo lo be
bekl September 27, J994.
J. 2
The Student Gove-=As60Cialion is recogniz.ed by the
University u the official voice of t:-.e
Student body and serves u the highest
student organization.

1.3 All meetini;s of the Student
Government Associfttion shall be
conducted by ROOCrt 1 s Roles of Oalec

hllstd.
The Executive BnuJCh of the
4.1
Student Government Association shall
consist of a President. Vice-President.
Comptroller,. Executive Secret,uy.
J>arlirunentRri, and SergeAnt-11t-Anns.
who shall be elected by a rMjority vote
of the Student Body. Only elected
Executive Branch members an,
pennitted to vote in Executive Bnu,ch
meetini:s.

4.2 OuxlidAtes for President Md Vice
President must be wxlergnoduate
students of Prairie View A&M
University and have completed at least
sixty (60) semester hours io residence
at Prairie View A&M University prior
to assuming office. Other officers of
the Student Government Association
nalSI hAve completed a minimum of 30
semester hours. All members of the
Student Government Association must
be full-time students enrolled in a
minimum of 12 semester hours, and
have Ill least a 2.50 cumulative erade
point aven1ge prior to usuming offi~e.
While holding office, the Executive
Branch members must maintain at a
2.50 grade point average for each
semester must not be on disciplinAly
or scho~tic probation, MCI must be in
good standio£ (citiz.cnship, 11cademic or
finances) with the university,

In the event that an Executive
Branch member shall fail to meet any
of these requirements or is placed on
academic or conduc t probAlion. the
Studeot Government A.ssocialioo shall
ask for the Executive Branch member's
resignation. If the reaiptioo is not
received by the Student Senate
Presideol wilh seven (T) clus days, the
individual is considered tenninated
and repl11Ced immediately.
All
incumbent powers or responsibilitiea
bestowed upon the individUIII member
are declared oull and void upoo the
request of the individual"• resignation.

4.21

In the event of the inab~ity of
the President to fulfill the duuea of
his/her office, or upoo his/her remo~al
or resignation from office , the Vice
President shall assume
the office of
the President, subject to a vote of
confidence by tw'o-tbirds (2/3) of the
SenAle present and votins . at llD
announced meetinS, Upon failure_ of
Executive Vice President to rece,~e
this vote of confidence. the Senate will
proc w! to elect the Preaideol from
within the Student Senato.
4.22

4.23 To file for a Studeot Gove~
Association Exocutive Bnux:h po111100,
the CMClidttte must file " compl_~ ed
. fon Md an eloction pet1t100
"PPI,ca ,
f one
containing the siptutea 0
hundred cu=ntly enrolled students.

4 24
The tenn of office for the
•
f he Student Government
officen _o t.
until the
Associttt1on JS one year offir
may
O
~ is elected. 1be
cers

sucx:e«I thomselvea for ooe addiliooal
term if qualified.

,.n.1n.fol

4. 25

The officers of the Studcol
Government Association shall lllke
office ten (10) class days following the
certification of all election results.

The President shall have the
power to call special ~a:s of the
Student Senate, address the Student
Senate, receive senatorial reports, and
answer all question for clarification
purposes. The Preaideot shall "x
preside over or vote in any Student
Senate .-ing.

4.3S

Yico President of Acedernic Aff1ia
Banneker Honors College
College of Agriculture and Human
Sciences
College of Am and Scieocea
College of Business
College of Nursing
College
of
Engineerins
Architect\lre

and

Vice President of Administotioo
Off Campus Affairs

4.37. I May appoint a Chaplain who
is a non-vocins member of the

Graduate School
External Aff,lirs

Executive Branch.

Vice Pcesideor of Smdenr Afft.ia
4.41
Succeed to the Presidency in
case of resignation. iocapacitation or
l'ffl10val of the President.
4.46.1 The Recordinc Secrewy shall
be responsible for the reconling of the
proceedings of the Student Senate,
including all special ~ings.
4.51

Delete

Council of Sllldents Or1tlllliIA1ions
Residence Hall Association
Pan Hellenic Couocil
Campus Activities Board
CIiis, Senaton

S.34 The Freshnwl, Sophomore,
Junior, and Senior Cius seoatorilli
representative shall be the elected or
appointed representative of e11ch class
for the current acadenuc school ye11r.

4.62 Be responsible for tbe recording
of the proceedings of the General
Sllldent Govemmeot
Auociatioo
Meetings and any Executive Branch
meetings.

S.8 I Be responsible for the recording
and transcription of the proceeding of

S.3 The Senate shall be compoo ed of

cury out any dutiea incumbeot relative

S.8 The Recordios Secrewy ,ball:

the Senate Meetio&s, and generally
twenty-two (22) student positions.
Eleven ( 11) Senators and three (3)
Vic.,.Presidents shall uaume their
position I\S follows:

S.32

Thirteen Seoaton shall be
appointed to represCOI seveo academic
colle&ea, two departmeota, and each
individual association, council. and·
board oftbe University. In order for a
candidate of one these positions to
assume the presumed office, he/she
must be a student of the .,.-.med
collei:e, dep&rtment or university
eotity. The Seven Collei:e Seoator
pocitiom are the College of Agriculture
and Human Science,, Arts and
Sciences, Benjlllnio Banneker Honors
Collei:e,
Busineu,Educatioo,
Engineering, aod An:hitect:ure, aod
Nursin£. The two Dep,utmeot Senator
positions are tho deputmeot of
Alhletics aod the Graduate School. The
usocialioo, council, and hoard Senator
pocitions are desipated u the Council
of Student Oraanizatioos (CSO), the
Reaidence Hall Association (RHA).
and Pan-Hellenic Council (PAN), and
the Campus Activities Boanl.

S.33 Five at-larae positions shall be
elected by a majority vote of the
Student Body. These Senaton shall be
represeotative
of six differeol
iocurnbea pocitioo doocriptions. Theae
l<llllllOrial officen will fill the positions
of Exlernal Affairs, Off-C1UJ1pus, VicoPreaidelll of Academic Affairs, VicoPresideot of Administration. and VicoPresident of Srudeot Affain. Any
position not filled durin& a Gonoml
Student Body election may be
appointed by the Executive Branch and
usume the vacanl position with a 2/3
majority vote by the Senate.

lo his/her office.

S.82 Be responsible for ensurin& that
the procedures of the Senate Meetin&
are coaducled within the scope of
Robert·, Rules of Order
S.98 The term of officers of the
Student Senate shall be for ooo year.
Each Senator may succeed him/herself
for ooe additional term.

S, IO Succession: In the event of a
vaC11DCy or incapacitation of the Vice
President of the Student Govemmeot
Association, the Vice Preaideot for
Academic Affain shall assume the
office. thereafter, the Vice President of
Administration, and the Vice
President of Student Affain.

IO.I

The

Sllldeat

Government

Association General Assembly shall be
1he fourth Mooday of each month
class&& are in seasion. Except during
th0 . summer 1ea1ioo, when the
President may call • 1pcc:ial session.

II.? Recess •ball be defined u the
o~ial Uoivenay holidays and breaka
dunng. the academic year for the
Execut1Ve 1IDd le&isla!ive Officers and
memben of the ae,,eral Student
Gov~mment Association .Summer
Sea.10? shall constitute a rececs for
Executive Officers aod members of the
Genen\J
Student
Government
Au~iation. It •ball be a regular
• 0s_S1on for the Legisi,\tive body. All
action talcen by the Senaion during
summer sea1ioo lbaJI bo lllbjected to
the 2/3 majority voie approval of the
full Senate at its tint meecioc of the
Fall seme&ter.

Panther Reporter
"Excuse me, I need
to speak to somebody. Yes,
there is some water in the
Sink of my son's bathroom
and it's old! It looks it's there
for awhile, and it's funky!"
This is only one of
the complaints received by
Jeffery Booty, a junior
communtcations major and
resident adVisor for Holley
Hall. The list of problems
reported by students about
their living conditions is
about as long as the lines at
registration. Dirty floors.
leaky faucets, molded walls,
broken windows, broken
lights ..... the list goes on. In
addition, a large number of
students still live three to a
room, in a space that is
considerably smaller than the
average dorm room. And if
you've noticed, Prairie View
isn't getting any smaller, and
the tempers of some parents
are getting shorter.
What is the hard
working PV student to do?
Move offcampus? Good luck.
Off-campus housing is even
rougher than living on the
hill. Manystudentscommute
from Ranch Country.
Highway 6, and even
Houston. However, not
everyone wants to make a
pilgrimage everyday just to
get to campus.
So, they tough it out.
Joyell Hayes. a sophomore
chemica engineering major
said, '"When I walked into my

room in Saurez-Collins, my
mother and I took note of the
many repairs that needed to
be made, and marched right
to the dean of housing's office.
We came back to my room
and as we all stood there
watching my sink cling to the
wall she asked him, "would
you live here?"
Hayes is not the only
one who has dealt with less
than satisfactory conditions
in the dorms.
Junior
mechanical engineering major
Michael Scott had this to say
about Alexander Hall.
"I kick beer cans out
of my way on the way to the
toilet, which isn't so bad. But
then I can't even take care of
my business in peace.
Someone else comes in and
has to peep at me while I sit.
It's not their fault. Most of the
stalls aren't equipped wht
working doors."
Karen Neal, a
freshman computer science
major complained, "After I
flush my toilet, I have to dodge
out ofthe way so I won't get hit
by the water that sprays out of
it. ..
Help! Call Mr. Clean,
the Brawny Man, and all their
friends. What can be done to
at least improve the living
conditions at Prairie View?
AD. Aldridge, dean of men for
student affairs says that relief
is on the way. Plans are
already in motion to hire a
more
dedicated
and
~ertenced maintenance task

force.
"We need some people
who are going to actually care
about getting theJob done and
who are willing to put in the
necessary time to do it". says
Aldridge.
Students and dorm
directors agree as they sit and
wait on the repair man who is
like 'ibe Great Pumpkin". He
never shows. When he does
show. he does half the job.
Needless to say, heads will
roll and Aldridge is determined
to make dorm life better for
students.
"My purpose here is
to serve the students. If they
weren't here we wouldn't be
here. So I'll plan to do whatever
possible to serve th e
students", promised Aldridge.
There are also some
other factors impeding the
progress
of
dorm
improvement. Vandalism is a
large part ofthe problem. Over
$65,000 has been spent over
the last three years for repairs
due to vandalism of the fire
safety system and the dual
'
....... magnet security system. The
letter students receive after
each semester with the $25
fine for trash left in the dorm
is only the start.
After the spring 1993
semester, $30.466 in fines for
vandalism were assessed for
the male residences alone.
Building all new facilities is

*See page 4
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'Slave' word Dropped

Williams Fondly Remembered

By Nicole N. Johnston
By Erica D. Sanders

Panther Reporter

This summer. Prairie View
A&M University lost a rare
jewel from it's collection of
hardworking and outstanding
college students. To those
that lmew her, she was simply,
"Angie". OnJune21,Angel1ta
D. Williams was killed in a car
accident.

Angie D. Williams

Williams was a 23 year-old
senior, majoring in health
education. Williams was a
visible figure on campus and
was a student worker with the
PV engineering department,
and the Colorado Prime
Telemarketing Company.
Williams
had
aspirations to become a
professional dancer. She was
an active leader in the
community, serving as a dance
instructor for the Herman T.
Jones Intermediate School
Dance Workshop, and the
National Summer Youth
Program at PVAMU.
Wllliams was an
active member of the dance
troop, The Classic Dance
Ensemble and also was

president of the organization.
Williams choreographed
numerous dance routines for
the dance group, and for
various pageants including
Mr. PVAMU, Mr. AfricanCollegiate Pageant, the 1994
Miss BlackTexas Pageant, and
the Miss Black Houston
Metroplex Pageant.
Williams touched the
hearts of everyone who lmew
her. Michelle Fuentes, a
Classic Dance Ensemble
member said, "Angie never
hesistated to help people even
when she didn't have the
time.·
For this writer, "Angie was
a dear cousin, and best friend.
Angie was the type of friend
who was always there, when
you needed her. Angie was
also a role model for many
young adults; she never had
any desire to consume alcohol
or drugs. It is rare to lmow
someone like her, who enjoyed
the simplest things in life.
Angie never took life for
granted. She enjoyed dancing,
and wanted to extend her love
for dancing to people of all
races. I know that God has a
special j ob for her to complete
know."
Paula Williams, the advisor
for the Classic Dance
Ensemble said, "Angie was
very willing to help out
whenever she could, and was
always very positive-minded.
She was always willing to
make Classic Dance Ensemble
a success, and was my
assistantfortwo-years. Angie
was also open to all people
and never held prejudices
toward people. She always
wanted other individuals to
be winners. She will be greatly
missed as friend."

Panther Reporter

The proposal to
change the wording and the
date on the Pralrte View A&M
University seal was approved
in the July board meeting of
the Texas A&M University
System Board of Regents.
The Latin words,
"Recercla, Doctrina et

Servfthun ",
have been
changed to ·RESEARCH,
TEACHING and SERVICE";
and the date has been
changed from 1878 to 1876.

PFM loses Bid
for Food Service
By Charlette Jones

Panther Reporter
Are you tired of the long
lines, crowded tabels, and a
limited entree selection? Well,
worry no more. PFM the
present contractor has lost
the bid to provide food service
to Prairie View A&M, and wUl
be replaced by the Marriot
hotel chain in J anuaxy. Along
with replacing PFM, Alumni
hall which presently houses
the eating facilities will also
be replaced.
The new
structure . which will be built
in the next two years, will be
an extension of the MSC
extending well beyond , and
encompassing the parking lot
located directly behind the
MSC.

The new system will be
more like going to a restaurant
says Frank Jackson. There
will be different sections, and
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(serviti um)
carried a
connot ation of slavery
inapproprlate for this day and
ume.
In the tnvestfgaUon
which followed. the President's
office wrote to the Libr arian of
Congress, Dr. James H.
Billington, who in turn
consulted two Latin classicists
about the accurate translation
ofthe words used in the slogan.
It was confirmed that
senntium in antiquity clearly
meant slavery but had begun
to evolve by medieval times to
our present usage of "service''.
It was also found that
recercia, translated to mean
"research", does not reflect
classical Latin usage, but
seems to have been taken from
the French word "rechercher".
In addiiton, the dat e on
the original seal, 1878, reflects
the year that the university
opened, and has been changed
to 1876, the year in which the
university was established by
the Texas Constitution.
The President aAand
they voted to put the slogan in
simple English: Research,
Teaching and Service: in order
to eliminate confusion and
clearly state the principles for
which this university stands.
Thus, the present logo.

According to Walter
Redd, executive assistant to
the president, concern over
the Latin wording of the seal
( in particular, servitlum)
arose from a group of
dMders which will stray away students who brought to
from the traditional dining President Beeton's attention
hall. There will be several the fact that the word
theme sections which will offer
a variety of food. There will
also be a variety offast food
stations located just outside
of the entrance to the new
alumnJ.
Afterspendingmorethan By Erica D. Sanders
onemil11ondollarstorenovate, Panther Reporter
and repare damage to Alumni
lfast semester, it will be
Many changes are
renovated once again to an
in
various
offlce building. The university underway
will also spend between 4& 5 departments at Prairie View
million dollars to renovate the A&M University.
Dr. Wil11am R Brown,
MSC.
Although the upper level is the new head for the
employees of PFM will be department ofSocial & Political
ousted, the employees who Science, Dr. Troy Daniels, is
are presently unemployed by the iterim head for the
PFM will more than likely department of Human
retain their jobs, and merely Sciences, and Dr. Elizabeth
take off the shirt with the PFM Noel is the dean for the College
logo, and put on the shirt with of Agriculture and Human
Sciences.
the Marriot logo.
Brown received his
Ph .D. in 1983 from the
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill. He worked as a
land surveyor with several

New Officials Appointed

NationsBank Student Banking.
Nat ionsBank Student Banking can help you
keep your college budget under control.
Here's how!

• Nations~~ Student Checking lets you

Continued on p.6

make unlimited ATM transactions and write
as many checks as you want at no extra
charge. Just pay an annual fee of $36 a year
or a monthly fee of $3.

• A NationsBank Student Visa• or
MasterCard• can provide security in case
of an emergency and help you manage large
purchases. And there's no annual fee the
first year!*"'

Teach yourself a few new tricks in smart money
management. Visit your nearby NationsBank
today. Because when it comes to banking that's
easy on your budget, NationsBank Student
Banking is a student's best friend .

.'

Housing
cont. from page 3
an option for t he future
However, building costs money.·
Money th at PV doesn't h
..
ave.
One mtsconcepuon
about PV is that it is
t
funded sch001
a s ate
•
PV is state
assisted, meaning that onl 38
percent of our funding Y
from th
comes
e state, the other 62
percept comes from fund
raising done by the school •
Said Aldridge.
·
d

So. like a daytime

livrama. housing horror s tories

NationsBank~
',

department has t he best
equipment
of
any
undergraduat e department in
the nation. We are one of few
institutions that have global
positioning, and satelite
mapping services", said Brown.
Brown is one of three
African-Americans holding a
Ph.D. in geograghy. There are
only 25 individuals who have
doctorates in geography
nationwide.

Keep A Leash On Your Expenses.

• ~our Nat~onsBank 24 Hour Banking Card
gives you mstant access to your cash at more
than 1,900 NationsBank ATMs throughout
Texas and the Southeast at no extra charge and at PULSE• and PLUS ATMs across the
country and around the world for a small
charge.•

private firms, and taught
graduate courses at several
universities
including
Elizabeth City State University
and PVAMU. Brown is also the
coodinator for the geography
department, which has an
impressive
history
of
excellence.
ibe geography
department at Prairie View ·
produces the largest number
ofAfrican-Americans receiving
undergraduate degrees. Every
student who has graduated
from the geography department
has received full graduate
scholarships to universities
such as LSU (Louisiana State
University). Our geography

*See Our Personal Schedule of Fees for details. ••Credit is subject to approval. Visa and MasterCard are issued by N
NaJ.ionsBank of Texas, NA Member FDIC. 1994 Nat,onsBank Corporation.
atio,,.Ba,.1,;of Oda

~ on. Parks, a sentor biology
~or Said, 'ibe wall in
room in Drew is corn1
my
at the top.•
ng loose

This problem could
ugly ver quickly Th
get
age of a donn on· th eh average
Years-old It's ttm e ill ts 35
·
e for some
major renovau
on.
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Band sports new look

Laundr Services Expand

by Lori WlWams
Panther Staff
The new school year will
bring a new look to the Prairie
View Marching Band.
There was some
concern that there would not
be enough uniforms for the
entire band butthanks to hard
work and some last minute
donations, the band will begin
the '94 season in their new
unifonns.
The uniforms are purple
and white with panthers down
the front. They also show the
panther itself on the back and
on the upper left side is the
band's name, the "Marching
'111e band pafonu at halftime at the Labor Day CJasslc.
Stonn."
The drum majors' uniforms
degree of silence about some of
have a unique logo across the
"The more time we are the elements in the show. ·To
front which the band plans to
have patented, said band given. the more things we can make sure certain things were
spruce up ," said Phillips. not stolen, we did not do theIIl
director. Mark W. Phillips.
In addition to new drum Practice for the band starts outside."
The Marching Storm would
major uniforms. the band about the same time as
like
to see more support froID
selected three new drum freshman orientation. This
the
faculty and students of
majors. The 1994-1995 drum year practice began a week
Prairie
View. "The band staff,
majors are: Jason Baker (head), earlier, which gave them more
Shaunetta Heiskell, Cornellius time to work on their routine works very hard to gtve theIIl
' Ford, Kyle Lynch, and Valkeith for the Labor Day Classic (the universtly) something of
we
would
against rivals TSU. Practice for quality .and
Winters.
The band has been working the game began the first day of appreciate it if they would
come and take advantage of
hard for the past four weeks camp.
Although they practice it."
because of the length of time
and the amount of funds they outside, Phillips m aintains a

PRIIJRJC VJC'kl 1bP 1C/v 1JS

PV student ,eta ready to wuh in the soon-t.o,bo.ezped PV Suds.

By Ann Harvey
Panther Reporter

The university laundry,
located ln Farrell Hall will be
expanding. The laundry
manageranddirectorofauxlUary services have implemented a cost-effective plan
to keep students' laundry fees
down and to expand services.
It's called the Twenty-four/
Twenty-four plan.
Under this plan. a student will utilize the LaundroMat for 24 washes and dries
free each semester, after
which he or she must pay by
cash or "flex" dollars.

Dry cleaning and laundry operations have been
contracted to a private professional dry cleaning and
laundry will be on a cash
basis. According to Frank
Jackson, director of auxiliary
services, the contract for the
dry cleaning will soon be
finslzed . Construction is
planned to begin by mid-September or early October.
'Wewanttohelpstudents
expand their service based on
existing seIVice," said Jackson
of the construction. Jackson
also encourages feedback from
students regarding their services and possible improvements.

Hours of operation have
been extended to further help
students maximize use of the
laundry.
Monday through Friday,
dry cleaning and laundry will
be avaliable from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. P.V. suds will be open
Monday-Friday from 8 a.m. to
2 a.m. and on Saturdays and
Sundays from 8 a .m . to 5 p.m.
Hours are subject to change
during the summer terms.
Any one wishing to speak
to someone regarding auxiliary
services contact Jackson at
8 57 -3036.

1. Tootsie Roi. ............ ......"........................69 Boyz
2. This D.J.............. .. . . . . .. . . .. . .......Warren G

Publication Dates:
*September 22,1994
*October 6,1994
*November 3, 1994
*November 17, 1994

3. Booti cal I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Black street
4.Stroke U Up . . .. . ...... . ...... . ... ..Changing Faces
51'1 Make Love to You .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. Boyz II Men

6. FLl"'lkdafied ........ . . . .. .. . . ... ............ Do Brat
7. Your Love is a 187 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Whiteheoo Brothers
8. Body ard Soul . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Anita Baker

PV's New Faces

9. Fantastic Voyage ... .. . .. .. . . ......... . ... .... Cooliio

10. Right Kinda Lover .. . . . . .. .. . ......... Patti La Belile
By Para Bills
Panther Staff

'lbe nearly completed parking lot behind Drew Hall will double
student parking capaclty.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

-

- -- - - - - - - - -1

young sisters & brothers

JOB FAIR

By. George S. Spillman.Jr.
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ThiS review has been
formed to seIVe as a sateguard
jior students that often buy
music and later regret what
they've purchased. And like
any other predomomtnatly
black college, Prairie View A&M
University has a large Hip-Hop
and R&B following.
The format of the review wil
consist of an oveIVeiw of the
artist's latest release and
their record lable . Then an
attempt will be made to convey
a basic feel for the the
type of music the artist
produces, weather the music
is hardcore rap, soft R&B or an
other style in between.
The album's better cuts wil
highligted and the total number
of tracks on each album will be
~iven. The lyrical content of
the entire project will be judged
on the basis of
what mood the song puts the
listener in.
A note will also be made
concerning the production
pros and cons obseIVed on the
album or single being reviewed
. Theportionofthecolumnwill
cover the clarity of
sound and the absence or
presence of other production
gliches.
At the close of each article
there will be a Ud-bit of
lnfonnation about the following
revtew. Toe sheer essence of
,his review is to promote
::onsumer awareness for the
Jovers's of Hip-Hop a nd R&B
1Ild also to ensure that you do
not walk into the record
store unprepared.

......

-

Every year the Charles
Gilpin Players welcome and
introduce their newest theatre
majors and minors with the
annual New Faces Show. This
Fall is no exception and the
new and old Gilptns are already
hard at work preparing a show
that promises
to be
sensational.
As always the New
Faces are the stars oftheir first
show at Prairie View. Though
many ofthe students are multitalented, theychoosewhat they
feel is their best performance
for the show. The talents to be
displayed this season range
from acting all the way to
playing the guitar!
The New Faces have
chosen a fitting theme this year
for their show ... Respect.
Respect for self, others and life.
Since the show lS also a play,
the message will be clear for all
to understand.
The Gilpins are doing
something new thlS ye_ar as
well. The faculty and staff of
the Theatre Department have
decided to dedicate the show to
some of the student seIVices of
Pratrle View A & M. The staffs
of Financial Aid, Admissions
and Records, and the
Registrar's Office will be
honored for all the hard work
they do. especially at the
begtnn.tng of the fall semester.
C. LeeTumer, Dr.Ted
Shine, and C. Daryl Rodriguez
all agree that too little respect
is given to these departments.
"'Ibe students don't
realiZe all the hard work- that
goes into making sure all their
papers are processed properly.

--

1think its time we all say thank
you." saysTurner, who teaches
all the acting classes for theatre.
Turner has decided to use small
skits during intermission of
New Faces to describe
interaction between students
and the offices of Financial Aid
and Admissions and Records.
"We want to show that
many times when students
complain and say that someone
is not doing their papers right
or what have you. it is really
thler fault. So many students
don't tum their papers in on
time, or don't fill them out
properly.
We need to
understand that the students
need to follow directions just
like the staff of Financial Aid
and Admissions and Records,"
said Turner.
Upon hearing that their
staffs would be honored at the
NewFacesShow, AD. James.
head of Financial Aid and
Sharron Marshall, head of
Admissions and Records, and
Robert Ford . head of the
Registrar's office were all
delighted.
·rm very happy that they
are doing this for us. I hope the
students watch the skits and
see how they need to help us
out." said Mr. James. "My staff
had been here everyday
including Sunday for the last
week. We do work very hard
around here to get things done
for the students. But if more of
them turned their things in on
time we wouldn't have as many
problems and they wouldn't
either."
Mr.Marshall's reply was
almost an echo. ·rm elated
that Mr.Turner is giving us
some thought over here."
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Li est
Fresh Start ForFish
by Demetris L. Holden
Panther Staff
The Student Activities
Department of Prairie View
A&M University gave freshmen
(or so called fish) a chance to
make friends, experience
cultural
entertainment.
personal enrichment. and
pride.
During the week ofAug.
20 - Aug. 27 freshmen were
entertained in a variety of ways.
A comedy showcase. Jazz
reception. candlelight service,
movies, talent show, luncheon.
spirit rally, and a dance made
the first week for freshmen
relaxing and enjoyable. The
activities were held indifferent
locations around campus.
"Considering the fact
that the first week was hectic
with registration. all the
activities
helped
calm
everything down. I had fun
participating in the various
activities." said freshman
Audrey Carter.
"One of the reasons we
entertain freshmen is to get
them
acquainted
with
university life" said Frederick
V. Roberts. student activity
director. " The importance of
g1v1ng
freshmen
the
opportunity to experience such

events is to open their minds to
the cultural diversity that
exists. This allows them to
respect and appreciate who
they are."
Although Roberts was
pleased with the number of
freshmen that attended the
activities. he was also
disappointed. The htghest
attendance level was at the
comedy show and the spirit
rally. On the other hand. the
lowest attendance level was for
the candlelight service which
enabled students to listen to
different ministers representing
all religious denominations.
"I expected students to
participate in the candlelight
service because usually most
black parents teach their
children the importance of
going to church. The
candlelight service was meant
to help start the students career
off in a positive way."
Some students say
they didn't know about the
service. but it was listed in the
schedule like all other activities.
Whether freshmen attended all
activites or not. the student
activity department should be
applauded for helping us to
feel right at home.
Overall Roberts and his
staff were pleased with the
outcome of the activities. They
feel the freshmen class is a
good class and expects a lot of
it.

Helpful Hints &: Phone Numbers
Keep your car locked
Keep tour room locked
Know where the Blue Light
pbon.es are located
Never walk alone at night
Travel well lighted areas
Properly secure your bike
and record its serial
number
Always trust your feelings
Do not pick up strangers on
the street
Mark your boks with your
name and Social Security
Number
If you are a victim of any
type of assault, report it
lmmedJatley to the DPS

frontline."
In the case of the People vs.
Shakur, which is still in
process. Shakur admits to
assaulting Allen Hughes, but
said. "It was a fair fight of me
kickin' his a.. until some of
Hughes· boys Jumped in.

Tupac Shakur
By Vonnie Dones

Panther Staff
What has been. is, and Will
be happening in the
entertainment industry? This
summer was quite a struggle
for the rapper Tupac ( 2-Pac )
Shakurwho brought us the hit
singles. "Keep ya head up" and
"I Get Around" .
While being accused of
assault, statutory rape. and
attempted murder, 2-Pac still
pranced up and down the
courtrooms as if he had not a
bother in the world.
In the assault case pending
against 2-Pac in late Januruy
of 1994 in which he was
accused of brutally beating on
Allen Hughes of the Hughes
brothers ( · one half of the
directorial team that brougbt
us, "Menance II Society") 2Pac stated, ·u wasn't noth
but a rugga to rugga fight, but
they wanna be acting like I
brought a gang of niggas to the

• Emergency
9-911
*DPS
4823
• DPS Crime Awareness

4123
•campus Information
3311
*Chapel
4940
•clinic
2511
•counseling Service
2120
•student Affairs
2693
• Student Life
2926

Officials

Whatz' Da 411

Join The
P'ant·h:
.: :
: ·e·r•"
Staff
.. .'..

•.. ·... . .·.~

,...,.
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with setting fire to the home of
herfiance'. Rison. On June 9,
about 6:30 a.m.. Rison and
Lopes got into a fight because
Rison had arrived home late.
Lopes started the fire with
a piece of cardboard in the
bathroom whirlpool destroying
the million dollar mansion and
Rison's $500,000 recording
studio. If Lopes is found guilty
of first degree arson. a felony.
she could be given anywhere
from one to five years in prison.

The rape case against 2Pac, has been his most difficult
case. 2- Pac states that he and
the alleged victim engaged in
consentual sex. but denies any
claimS of rape, and that he and
the alleged victim did not
engage in sexual intercourse
the night of the alleged rape.
The attempted murder case
of two off-duty cops against the
rap star stated that he fired his
gun at the two cops because he
felt his life was in danger. 2Pac said, "I was stopped at
Piedmont and Spring streets
intersection (Atlanta, Georgia)
and I spotted two white boys
reaching in the window of the
car ahead of me.
"Their was a single black
man in the car ahead ofme. So
then I got out my car and asked
him. What the f ... is goin' on?
Then Mark Whitwell one of the
white boys in the car pulls out
his gun and tells me to run and
fires his gun. So I leaned over
the hood of my car and shot
one white boy in the stomach
and the otha' one in the a ... "
With 2-Pac fans awaiting his
new album. "Hellraiser". he
stated that they will know the

truth about what's going on.
Lisa "Left Eye" Lopes of the
group TLC and flancee of
Atlanta Falcons wide-receiver
and four-time pro-Bowler
Andre Rison. has been charged

•
cont. from p. 4

What's new for the hit write'r
and director John Singleton?
The writer and director of"Boys
-N- the Hood" and "Poe tic
Justice" is making a strong
comeback with his new film.
"Higher Learning" .which is due
to be released by Columbia
Pictures in January 1995.

Daniels, t he iterim head
of human sciences. holds a
Ph.D. from Oklahoma State
University. and said, "I would
like to change the image of the
department
of human
sciences." Daniels hopes that
the department will attract
more males, so that they can
see the opportunities that exist
in the field of human sciences.
Daniels also said that in 1995.
the department will offer a
master's degree in the field of
family and marriage therapy.
Daniels said that PVAMU could
become the only historically
Black institution to have such
a curriculum.
Noel, the new dean for
the college of agriculture and
human sciences. holds a Ph.D.

from Kansas State University,
and is the former iterim head
for the department of huma.P
sciences.
Noel is also a graduate
"Higher Learning" is a advisor for the Zeta Gamma
contemporary drama t hat Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
charts a semester in the lives of Sorority Inc.. and said. "My
a handful of students as they
confront issues of identity. goal is for the Co11ege of
diversity. sexism and escalating Agriculture and Human
racial tensions on a college Sciences to gain recognition as
campus. With the success of a program of excellence. We
Singleton·s priorfilms. "Higher have the potential in terms of
Learning" is expected to be a human and material resources,
to be number one among the
hit at the box office.
1890 land grant institutions. I
would
like t o see t he
PV. also keep your eyes
department
of
home
open for an album release from
economics,
and
agriculture
rapartistandfellowPVstudent.
"Swiff'. The album. "Welcome work t ogether under one
To Da JungleM. is being organizational structure."
Brown credit's the
produced
by
KingPtn
success of the university to the
academically
productions and Marly Marl numerous
outstanding
students a t
and the House of Hits. and is
PVAMU,
and
said,
"We are
expected to be released in
nothing
without
the
s
tudents.
January 1995. The word in
the
s
t
udents
make
t he
"Da Industry" is that the album
program."
is "K.razy Phat"!!!
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• Outkast & College
Boyz Concert
Sept. 9

Diversity

110 ,LACE LIKE DOME

• Baby Dome Party
Sept. JO
• YSB Movie Screening
• Dorm Visitation
Sept.13

* PV vs. TSU Volleyball
Sept. 20

BLAST FROM THE PAST

• PV vs. Grambling
Oct. I

$3... before 11:00

$5-after

"Mattress Mac''
Day at PV

Is this a member of your funlly or a
performer at a past PV event?

A Houston area legend
came to Prairie View A& M
University Thursday • as
PVAMU honored Gallery
Furniture's 'Mattress Mac". Jun
Mclngvale a.k.a. "Mattress
Mac". was honored for his many
charitable contributions to the
community of SoutheastTexas
"Mattress
Mac:
presented new furnishing to
KPVU studios and appeared
live on KPVU's weekly public
affairs show "Panthers in
Progress".
A ceremony was held
commemorating the event at
the offices ofKPVU Radio 191 _3)
at 10 a.m. . outside Hilliard
HalI on the PVAMU cam
Pus
and was free to the public.

A<l>A

'RERARE TO TOOSIE ROU
& GET FUNl(DAFIED WI
OJ-?????

SATURDAY
partywith
die
Paftdlers

IO IEPTEMIIER 1994
9:00 ,M .. UNTIL
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orts
Labor Day Classic PV'sTennis Team
Swings into action
By Frank McKinney
Panther Reporter

The
PVU
Panthers made the short trip
to Houston to take on the TSU
Tigers in the Labor Day Classic
Saturday. September 3.
Following a disappointing
1993 - 1994 season. the
Panthers as well as their fans
were ready for a change.
The Panthers came to
play with a fire in their eyes
that
refused
to
be
extlnguiShed.
Late in the first
quarter the Panthers denied
the Tigers a touchdown from
inside the ten yard line and
started an offensive drive of
their own that lasted into the
second quarter. But the drive
ended in a failed punt attempt
that gave the Tigers excellent
field position.
Following two scores
by the Tigers the panthers
scored on a beautiful 67-yard
pass from Greg Bell to Alaric
Henderson with
1:29
remaining in the second
quarter. At halftime the score
was 13 - 7, Tigers.
After an award
winning performance by the
PVAMU Marching Storm, the
Panthers came to the field
ready to take care of
business. Unfortunately, their
efforts were not enough.
Followtng a scoreless third

New Cheerleaders
newcomers who are eager to
show the crowd that this
years squad ls going to be a
lot dilTerent than the ones In
the previous years. N said
Lena Moore. who has been a
PV cheerleader for three
years.
One of the main things
missing from PV's squad was
the fact that no one had
experience in gymnastics.
That problem has been
solved with six dynamic
young ladies who have
extensive gymnastic skills.
"We have a great group
of girls who can flip and
somersault all over the place.
This will help our squad
tremendously especially
when we cheer against TSU
and
Grambling
whose
squads are on theNational
Cheerleadlng
Assoclation(NCAl Level," said
a memeber of the squad.
The squad is here to
show every one who has
criticized them In the past
for being cheerless, sloppy
and not interested in the
games wrong.
The squad has
worked tirelessly and
praticed long hours to make
their sideline performances
the best they've been and In
a way uplift them with the
redemption to continue to
strive on being the very best.

quarter that was free of
By Paul Masterson
highlights, with the exception
Panther Reporter
of an interception and a 59
yard return by Jerrold ·
The PV tennis team
Crowder, thePanthers allowed
By Paul MaSterson
isoneofthebestintheSWAC
Watch out all you other
a Tigertouchdown with 13:54
Panther Reporter
and on the verge of moving
cheerleading teams because
remaining in the game.
When thinking of the
up in the National Collegiate
the best squad In the SWAC
They soon returned
AthleticAssoctation(NCAA).
has come to prove all the
the favor with a touchdown of athletic program at Prairle
The team is a group
skeptics wrong and show that
their own with 10:39 left in View, the sports that come to
of dedicatedmenandwomen
they aren't the squad that
the fourth quarter making the everyones attention are
who has proved themselves
people thought they were.
foootball ( whose bound to
score 20 - 13, Tigers.
worthy at every game
The
University
th ey have competed in and
For th e next 10:39 of turn heads this season), d
Cheerleaders of Prairie View
h ave placed in the top
t h e game the Panther defense ladies volley ball , men's an
A&M University have been
women's
basketball
and
track
succeededinkeepingtheTfger
categories of various events.
scrutlnizedandhavehadbeen
offense from scoring, but the and field.
Pantheroffensewasunableto A sport that doesn't garner
accused of not being
produce another touchdown.
the attention that those
With hard work and consistant and not showing
NWIth p th
b
mentioned do, but is Just as
dedication . the team has
spirit during games.
an er a 11 •
The squad has been
second and goal from the 2
importa;~;is ~~:i·e View
~~~~1t~:c~!:tlon as being
at times called lazy and a
yard line!" Time expired. This tennis team has been sitting
collection of pampered
game was described by many in the shadow of the other
Displaying that
prtmadonnas who pout when
as the best game they had dominatingteamsoncampus excellence in every endeavor
they aren't getting their way.
S een the P anth ers Pay.
1
ls the key to success, the
The
1994-1995
th e
It's a new season and without
getting
leamhasproventhatcontrol
U
i
it
Ch
h
n vers y
eer1ea d Ing
we definitly have a new and opportunity
e st ablis
isthekeytobeingvictorious.
squad of PVAMU is not like
themselves as a contender.
improved team
,________·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __- _- ~-=-:_~- ..-;:..-::..-::..-_-_-:._-_- ---.
--~-:..----c.....-....----, the past squads that has
-·
graced this campus .
Filling these shoes are
a group of young women and
men who are determined to
reach a goal that none of the
other squads In the past have
acieived ... to become the best
squad in the South Western
Athletic Conference (SWAC).
NI feel that this squad is
the best one that l've cheered
on since I've been here. We
have a talented group of

I

Crowd shows PV spirit at the Labor Day CJassic.

BY GITONGA M'MBIJJEWE

SPORTS

FAll IP
1994 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
SEPT. 3 TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY HOUSTON, TX

WOMENS CROSS COUNTRY
SCHEDULE 1994-95

7:00 PM

(LABOR DAY CLASSIC)

SEPT. 10 ARKANSAS PINE BLUFF
SEPT. 17 LANGSTON UNIVERSITY
SEPT. 24 OPEN
GRAMBLING STATE UNIVERSrrY
OCT.1
(COTTON BOWL}
OCT.8 SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
OCT.15 ALCORN STATE UNIVERSrrY
OCT. 22 ALABAMA STATE UNIVERSITY
OCT. 29 MISSISSIPPI VALLEY STATE
NOV.5 TARLETON STATE UNIVERSrrY
(HOMECOMING)
NOV.12 JACKSON STATE UNIVERSrrY
NOV. 19 UNIVERSrrY OF ALABAMA
/BIRMINGHAM

PINE BLUFF, AK
LANGSTON, OK

7:00 PM
6:00 PM

DALLAS, TX

7:00 PM

HOUSTON, TX
PRAIRIE VIEW, TX
PRAIRIE VIEW, TX
ITTA BENA, MS
PRAIRIE VIEW, TX

7:00 PM
1:30 PM
1:30 PM
2:00 PM
1:30 PM

JACKSON, MS

7:00 PM

PRAIRIE VIEW, TX

1:30 PM

SEPT. 8
THURSDAY
SEPT. 24 SATURDAY
SEPT. 24 SATURDAY
SATURDAY
OCT.1
SATURDAY
OCT.15
FRIDAY
OCT. 21
MONDAY
OCT.31

OCT. 31

FRIDAY
MONDAY

NOV.5

SATURDAY

NOV.12

SATURDAY

OCT. 21

HOUSTON INVITATIONAL
RICE INVITATIONAL
UTSA/WHATBURGER
PRAIRIE VIEW
TEXAS A&M INVITATIONAL
HOUSTON INVITATIONAL
SWAC CROSS COUNTRY
CHAMPIONSHIPS
NAIA DISTRICT #4
CHAMPIONSHIPS
NCAA DISTRICT #6
CHAMPIONSHIPS

HOUSTON INVITATIONAL
RICE INVITATIONAL
UTSA/WHATABURGER
PRAIRIE VIEW
TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY
HOUSTON INVITATIONAL
S.W.A.C.CROSS COUNTRY
CHAMPIONSHIPS

WILLIS, TX
HOUSTON, TX
SAN ANTONIO, TX
PRAIRIE VIEW, TX
COLLEGE STATION
WILLIS, TX

TBA

1994 LADY PANTHERS
VOLLEYBALL SCHEDULE
SEPT. 2-3/FRl·SAT
SEPT. 9/FRI
SEPT. 16-17/FRl·SAT
SEPT. 20/TUES
SEPT. 24/SAT
SEPT. 27/TUES
SEPT. 30/FRI
OCT. 7-8/FRI-SAT
OCT. 11/TUES
OCT, 13/THURS
OCT. 15/SAT
OCT. 22/SAT
OCT. 27/THURS
OCT. 27/THURS
OCT. 30/SUN
NOV. 1/TUES
NOV. 11-12/FRI-SAT

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
SCHEDULE 1994-95
THURSDAY
SEPT. II
SEPT. 24 SATURDAY
SEPT. 24 SATURDAY
SATURDAY
OCT.1
SATURDAY
OCT.15

continued from pg. I
well. His inspiration
began with his father, Charles
Porter II, who was the first black
news reporter. producer, and coanchor for channel 13. At the
age of twelve, Porter started his
career on KYOK radio station.
In two years he developed a show

WILLIS, TX
HOUSTON, TX
SAN ANTONIO, TX
PRAIRIE VIEW, TX
COLLEGE STATION, TX
WILLIS, TX
JACKSON,MS

UT PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
EDINBERG, TX
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
PRAIRIE VIEW, TX
NORTH TEXAS STATE UNIV.
DENTON,TX
TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIV.
PRAIRIE VIEW, TX
SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
PRAIRIE VIEW, TX
UT PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
PRAIRIE VIEW, TX
SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
BATON ROUGE. LA
SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY TOURNEY BATON ROUGE, LA
TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
HOUSTON, TX
HUSTON TILLOTSON COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEW, TX
RICE UNIVERSTY
HOUSTON, TX
JARVIS CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
PRAIRIE, TX
GRAMBLING STATE UNIV.
PRAIRIE VIEW, TX
GRAMBLING STATE UNIV.
PRAIRIE VIEW, TX
CENTENARY COLLEGE
PRAIRIE VIEW, TX
NORTHWESTERN STATE UNIV.
NATCHITOCHES, LA
SWAC CHAMPIONSHIP
ITTA BENA, MS

TBA
7:00
TBA
7:30
7:00
7:00
7:30
TBA
7:00
7:00
7:30
5:00
5:00
7:00
2:00
7:00
TBA

• DENOTES soUTHWESTERN ATHLETIC CONFERENCE MATCH

called NChildren's World". He
wasaD.J. forKTSUKldsJam
until he graduated from
Madison High School In 1984.
Porter originally cam
to PVAMU under the
agriculture program, but it
wasn't until he started as a
D.J. for KPVU, that he realized
he needed to focus on his
career. Porter played PV
football for three years and
reported games for two years.
After graduating in
August 1989, Porter worked
for Kl04 of Dallas and Y98.5
of Houston. While working as
a technician at Warner Cable,
he realized that he wanted
more out of his career. When
asked by Dr. Gray (director of
KPVU) if he was Interested
sports broadcasting for KPVU.
Porter quickly agreed to the
position.
WI wanted to get back
Into the field. so I Jumped at
the chance to immediately
pursue my goal. I really want
to thank the University and
Dr. Grayforaskingmetocome
back. and to help the sports
show," said Porter.
If you are Interested
In progress of Panther Sports,
you may contact Porter In
Hilliard Hall room 148.
I

ECKERMANN'S
COUNTRY BAR-B-Q & BURGERS
"Family Dining"
Lunch Buffet
Steaks - Seafood - Chicken - BBQ - Burgers
Dine in or Take Out Orders
(409) 826-2257
Located on Hwy 6, across from Wayside Motel.

• 10% off any regular price menu Item. Offer good thru

9/23/94.

60LVER
P1"60~1"
CHINESE RESTAURANT
3131 S FM
Waller Village
Shopping Center
Waller, Texas

77484
(409) 372-2211

Coming in ~he next issue:
Golf

Intra murals

REGULAR BUSINESS HOURS
Mon.-fri.: l 1:oo A.M.·9:00 P.M., Sat.: 5:00-9:00 P.M.
Sun. 11 :30 A.M.•9:00P.M.

Cross Country

Oh)'.,l.l-l,ICll.;ti.lll.ffil.llWmL.l;;aD..ta1.1 • $4.95
Mon. -Fri. : 11 :OOA.M. -2:30 P.M.
sundaY : 11:30 A.M.· 2:30 P.M.-$5.95

~UFFEJ <All You Gm Eatl • s5 .95
t,1on. a, Wed. Only : 5:00P.M.-8:00 P.M.

•We accept most major
credit cards and checks!

Volleyba~

7,1 P°'A&1Gr:ie~a
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oints
PV on "colored peopIe' s t·1me ''
year resolutions are made, but
still we have a problem with CP
time.
The presidential search
committee is on CP time.
President Becton made a valiant
effort to get off CP time when he
said he would stay until August
31 to make the next president's
transition to the university a
smooth one. Well Becton you
tried, but I see that you are still
here. It wasn't good time
management on the part of the
search committe to publicly
Derald D. Powell
announce that two finalists had
Editor-in-Chief
been named and then bring in
another GENERAL and say he
The stereotypical term could be the man.
"colored people's time" is one
The bookstore is on CP
that is familiar to the students time. The third week of school is
of Prairte View. It is defined by about to begin and four of my
Powell
as
constant much needed books still haven't
procrastination that has quite made it. "It'll be herein two
become so acceptable th at it days,"saidabookstoreemployee.
has become the norm. At Iflhadapennyforeverytimel've
th eUniversity of Prairie View beentold thatsincemyfreshman
A&M we seem to be constantly year I would have enough money
confronted wi th CP time. to donate to Praire View when I
Seminars are given and new

wa<TCJl OVE'R .Jr<'E

graduate Just like the alunuu of each other to properly conduct
other schools do. It's not my elections on a college campus.
fault that enough books were Regardless of the reasons why
not ordered, damn, I feel my we don't have a new SGA
education is being hindered president the SGA is still on CP
because the people that take ttme.
most of my money at the
The athletic department
beginnlJlg of the year, and give and the alumni of Praire View are
the least amount of it back for on CP time. Can the studentthe same items don't have the.Ir athletes get a piece of
stuff together.
scholarship? I guess that would
The cable company is on be rather hard when large
CP time. "We haven't had cable amounts of money are stolen
but three days since the from the department and no one
beginning of school," said a goes to prison to let others know
female freshman student l1v1ng that stealing is wrong. Enough of
in Banks. It seems that the that. Let me be the first person
cable is playing checkers on this to gtve the football team props
campus. First, cable is at Holly abouttheLaborDayClassic, and
then it Jumps to Drew, then it say that the officiating definitely
Jumps back to Banks. Can was on CP time.
.
somebodyget a king on the board
I would like to welcome
and stop the madness.
the new freshman and give you a
Can the SGAget off CP word of advice and a challenge. I
time? We're beginning a new advise you to remember your
school year with no SGA reason for being here and
president. I know the elections challenge you to not follow the
are coming, but as a race of example of those that are older
people it seems we can't trust than you if they are on CP time.

One freshman hopes for a better PV

"BUI'EVE IJ'I .Jr('E
50rD I:U:, S.JlO'W YOU 'T.J{'E 'W.'AY
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The Panther Problem Solver

Dear Eclltor,

I would like to share
the experiences of one. One
who has come to Prairie View
A&M
University,
a
predominantly
Black
institution, from Cooper High
School (Abilene, Texast, a
predominantly White high
school.

Before beginning, I
would like you to know that I
am not an angry woman, only
concerned. My wish is not to
anger or create rage, but to
inspire re-evaluation of
ourselves and our actions so
we can create a better tomorrow
for all.

Each day I would walk the halls
with my head held high and
smiled. I spoke to everyone,
Black or White, hoping to show
that we could all be friends. And
each day I woke-up with the
desire to work with all my
brothers and sisters.
Despite the prejudice and
ignorance I encountered at
Cooper High School, I was able
to leave that school with pride
and a smile. This was not simply
because I had graduated, and
not because I had earned the
most prestigious scholarship to
Prairie View A&M University. I
knew that I had taught Cooper
High School that we could work
and learn together.

At Cooper High School.
I was the only Black in most of
my classes. Due to the
prejudice and ignorance
present, I felt the need to prove
something, not only to myself.
but also to others. I wanted to
make a difference and show
that I was as important and as
intelligent as the White
students.

My decision to attend
Prairie View A&M Universitywas
not only because of my
scholarship, but also because of
the hope that I could now be with
people who had experienced and
learned what I had. I felt that I
would now be a part of a student
body who had learned from these
experiences and would work
together and strive to end this
So, each day I worked type of pain for all.
lOOpercent harder and showed
Unfortunately, though. I
100 percent more confidence
in myself than my peers, in have become disappointed by the
order to disprove the myth that atmosphere and some of the
we (blacks) could not be equal. attitudes I have encountered in

my first two weeks at Prairie
View.
As I walk the campus
and sit in class, what I hear and
see horrtfles and sadd ns me I
see ournon-Black brothers and
sisters (we are all Gods
children). treated how l was
once treated. I see some of
Prairie View's minority student
body walking with their head
down and eyes to the ground,
and I begin to fear that they are
feeling what I once felt at
Cooper. I fear that they are
feeling what we all once felt at
one time or another:
Unacceptance and fear because
of our differances.

It surprises me to hear

historically Black institutto
of higher learning, seem le
willing to expand their mind
and cultural understanding
than a predominately White
high school.
Finally. it disgusts me
to see many at Prairie View.
driven by past, instead of
inspired by our past.
We should be willing to
take an important step in
making a difference, so others
will never again feel what we
once felt.
God created
elephants, birds, squirrels. and
all other animals on earth to
live as one.
He has done the same
with all humans, so before it iS
too late, we need to take this
knowledge and apply It. Before
we are any color, we are
Human.

smirks at our minority students
and teachers orto hear remarks
from our students and teachers
such as, "I hope it's not a White
girl" and phrases like "us and
them". It frightens me to see
more prejudice, ignorance, and
anger here at Prairie View, a Monique Michelle-Lee Derricote
predonminantly
Black A Human, A Woman, A Christian,
An African-American
Institututton, than at Coopaer
High, a predominatly White
Institution.
It saddens and scares
me to feel that people at a

Dear Panther Problem on campus. This includes
breakfast, lunch, dinner, and
Iamaveryactlveperson, the majority ofmy classes. I
and my two roommates are don't want to tell him off,
extremely
unsociable. }:>ecause I am probably his
Although I don't expect my onlyfnend. How can I tellhlm
roommates to be like me, I wish to leave me alone without
that they would leave the room hurting his fellings.
other than going to and from
Sympathy
their classes. Once visitation Case Following Me
starts, how can I let my
roommates know that I would A:.
Dear Sympathy Case
Like some privacy.
Following Me,
,
It would be helpful to
introduce your friend to other
Needs people on campus. Allow him
Privacy
to watch you as you interact
with others. Because a lot of
A:. Dear Needs Privacy.
our behavior is learned
It is your room as much behavior. it is possible that
as it is theirs; therefore, if you some ofyourbehaviorwillrub
need privacy. you should kindly off on him. After a period of
ask for it. You have that light. time, if that does not work.
Whatever you decide to do. then you should tell him that
remember that because the his following you around
three of you share a room, each causes
you
to
feel
person will have to make some uncomfortable.
sacrifices.
There is a box located
on the bottom floor of Alumni
Q:
Dear Panther Problem Hall for you to submit any
Solver,
questions that you may have
for
the Pschology Club. We
l have a friend who
constantly follows me around will answer as many of your
questions as we can infuture
editions of the Panther.
Q:

Solver.

10.C.,.,,,Mall.-P,J
11. 0n:ina
18. Ti,pa, SOit
18. Burden
31.ll,dulga
21. C.C.
22. Origin
Zl~
25.c..tba;t;

Students Speak Out

a.._

a
Spade
a. Hlgl\Oord
31. 1Wo6,,,a.i..,Tora
m,aSa,la

32. lnhabllanl (u.)

315.Cerllllar
'S'T. Dkt,
311. Senkw
40. TIide
42..~

"What are your views on the leadership at PV?"

-~
:n. .w,

L....----------- -

"Judging from my experince
here at Praire Veiw, I feel that
the leadership here has been
very poor and has proved
itself insufficient time and
time again. Its main handicap
is the financial aid
department. I say to the
leadership in PVU, don't pass
the problem , solve it."
Danielle Richard, Junior
Sociology

"Prairie View A&M
University's leadership is
headed in a downward slope.
Problems that arise are said
to be resolved, but still don't
get resolved. I really don't
know if Praire View is
progressing at the rate we ar
going. Lots of talk and no
action or results take Praire
View A&M nowhere."
Christal Sanders, Junior
Computer Science
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